The interdependence between land and man can never be exaggerated. Any knowledge, past or present relating to land has always fascinated man. With the rapid growth of population, the dependence and importance of land is bound to increase. In a developing economy like India where a larger section of the population continues to depend on agriculture, land attains utmost importance. History reveals that agriculture besides being the source of livelihood, has also been the major source income and wealth to the farming people and revenue to the state exchequer. Wherever land ownership rights were well settled, not only the cultivators enjoyed better security but the state was also prosperous because of well organised production practices and regular flow of revenue from this sector. But with the frequent change of political rule and pursuance of different policies by the petty rulers who numbered over 360, the fortune of agriculture also changed with uncertainty of ownership, frequent visit of famines, wars and diseases forcing a larger section of Indian farming community into a condition of utter poverty. Further, exploitative nature of landholders had added to the misery of the average small landholders and landless tenants. Hence landreform as a policy pertaining to land acquires greater significance.
Since landreform continued as the main source of income the Britishers introduced Zamindari, Mahalwari, Ryothwari and Inamdari systems making the then title holders the agents of revenue collection. A parasitic class was thus successfully created by the British. These institutional aspects induced a degenerative structural system into the Indian agriculture giving rise to unequal production conditions. After the departure of the British, the National government felt that relieving the millions of cultivators from the miseries of tenancy and landless hereditary serfdom as its top most objective and thus brought about legislations for the abolition of Zamindari system and its attendant evils throughout the country from 1950 onwards. In Karnataka too the enthusiastic social and political leaders adopted the landreform legislation and tenancy regulations in 1961 and enforced it with great vigour and modifications by 1974. With the reorganisation of states (1956), the Southern coastal region which was under the Old Madras Presidency was regrouped and acceded to the State of Karnataka and designated as South Kanara and later called the Dakshina Kannada District.

As a consequence of implementation of landreform laws, the Dakshina Kannada District which was in the grip of old degenerative land system underwent a series of changes. It was found to be one of the model districts in the
implementation of landreform laws in the country. But the institutional reforms have not brought about the desired structural changes which are conducive to economic efficiency and social justice in the country as a whole. Productivity of land has come to depend on the power structure. In view of this fact and the high level of implementation of Land reform in Dakshina Kannada district, it was selected for analysing the economic impact of landreform on the living pattern of the people of the area. The study period considered is 1974 to 1988, the years of effective implementation of amended landreform legislation. The analysis is based on field work and sample study using appropriate statistical methods. The study reveals interesting features of the effects of landreform on the socio-political and particularly the economic conditions of the farming community of the region.
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